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Manufacturing Agent For
Designers
Bali
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onelove
your reliable production partner
OneLove is your partner for fashion
production.

manufacturer if they wish to
succeed.

Bali today is a hot spot of creativity
and an important manufacturing
hub. With OneLove designers can
have their creations produced to
the highest quality standards at
an economic advantage not found
anywhere else in the world.

Finding these factories can be a
challenge, we have a huge network
of quality manufacturers
and suppliers who can produce
almost anything you can dream
up. Clothing, jewellery, leather
goods, shoes, hats, dying, printing
and merchandising. We can help
you get it made.

Bali’s manufacturers also cater to
small production runs allowing for
exclusivity in the market. It’s no
wonder that Bali now attracts some
of the most talented and gifted
fashion designers from all over the
world.
Every designer needs the skills
and support of a reliable
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Our team has the knowledge skills
and network to turn your vision into
reality.

quote

Get
Ready
Checklist

+
get production ready

A comprehensive checklist of what you need to get ready for Fashion Production with OneLove!

vision
Get a clear description and vision ready for your brand. Take the time to cultivate a detailed
vision for how you will market and sell your brand and who the market is. Get pictures, samples,
sketches together and write a detailed description for your vision ready for us.

get spec sheet ready
If you don't have spec sheets or tech packs we need to create them for you. To do this we need:






Sketches or pictures or samples of each of your styles
Exact measurements
Colour swabs or Pantone colour codes
Details of sizes wanted for each of your styles
Send all of this information to us.

1.

get sample ready
To get ready for samples you need:
1. Spec Sheets
2. Choice of Materials (Fabrics, hardware accessories)
3. Graphics for Print Ready
4. Choose A Samples Package
5. Make Payment

get production ready
To get ready for production you need:
1. Samples Completed
2. A Quote for Production
3. Labels & Packaging Chosen
4. Make Payment

consult
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how it works
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+ packages

Consultation & Brand
Devlopment
Are you just starting out in the industry?
The OneLove directors have a
combined experience in the fashion
industry of over 40 years including
design, fashion retail, brand
construction & manufacturing. A
consultation establishes confidence and
understanding before you embark on
your journey to bring concept to reality.
Inclusions:
 Detailed 2 HR Consultation &
Advice Briefing Your Idea &
Designs
 How To Succeed In The Industry
 What To Expect & What You Need
to Get Ready
 Time Frames
 Referrals To Quality Graphic
Designers, Designers,
Photographers, Marketers &
Industry Contacts If Required
A consult is for those just starting or
those who want a detailed
understanding of how to work with us.
Cost = $80 USD | 2 Hrs

consult

Spec Sheet & Sample Package
Production Price/Style
3 x quoted production price. 2 x samples
made, 1 for client review -1 we keep as
prototype.
Pattern Making
1 size specified by client & material sourcing
$50.00/style
Size Grading
$10.00/additional size
Dye Strike Off
$15.00/colourway + fabric cost. 1 yard - 1st
colour, 0.5 yard / additional colors.
Yardage Print Strike Off
$30.00/motive + screen setup. Approx $90.00 /
colour -standard screen & fabric cost 1 yard 1st motive, 0.5 yard / additional motive or
colourway.
Placement Print Strike Off
$20.00/motive + screen setup. Approx $30.00 /
colourway -standard screen & fabric cost 1
yard - 1st motive, 0.5 yard / additional motive
or colourway.
Digital/Sublimation Print Strike Off
$50.00/ motive & fabric cost. 1 yard - 1st
motive, 0.5 yard / additional motive.
Sample Revision Cost
Remake if you require changes from your
original spec ) : 2x quoted production
price/style Sample Revision Cost (remake if
not made to your spec )
Free
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Manufacturing & Bulk Production
OneLove provides both small batch and
large scale manufacturing services for
independent designers and established
brands alike utilising manufacturing
facilities right here in Bali.
We offer strict quality control and ethical
production only.
OneLove offers a range of development
services to prepare clients for
manufacturing including: pattern drafting,
sample making and grading. These are the
necessary first steps before manufacturing
can begin.
Inclusions:
 Sampling Must Already Be Complete
(see sampling pricing above)
 Sample Price is 3 x Production Price
(so production price of each style is a
3rd of sample price)
 You Order Your Bulk Production
Pieces
 We Tag, Label & Package
 We Ship Your Goods
 The Minimum For Bulk Production
is $1000 USD
 If The Minimum Order Is Lower Than
$1000 USD a $200 Admin Fee Is
Applied

quote
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+ most commong faq
These are the most common FAQ that we are asked. You can also check the full list of over 100 questions on our
website answered in detail for every stage of the production process here.

How Does it Work?
We are hired by fashion designers and clothing retailers to source for and project
manage their entire productions from overseas, so they don’t need to. We save our
clients a lot of time, aggravation, money and resources and deliver a quality well priced
final product into your hands.
How To Get Started?
Choose our Samples Package to get your full Spec Sheet of all products, patterns,
fabrics chosen and samples in your hand or send us your own.
Get a Bulk Production Quote which will outline the costs from start to finish.
If you are completely new the production and fashion industry and have no idea where to
start we reccommend a consultation.

Can OneLove Create Spec Sheets For Me?
Yes. In our starter/sample packages spec sheets are included before samples are made.
They are then yours to keep.
Can OneLove Create Samples For Me
Yes. Sampling is the most important aspect of garment production. Without a blue print
for your design production cannot proceed. Once a spec sheet is created, sampling
begins. You can give us sketches, pictures, ideas and samples to get started. Exact
measurements are preferred.
What Is The Purpose of Sampling?
Gives designer and manufacturer a blueprint of finished product
Allows true production costs to be established
Allows for revisions to be made before productionAllows for product testing

Can You Do Dying?
If a fabric can hold the dye/print, we can get it done. When choosing colours, we
recommend using pantone colour codes this is the international colour standard. The
original colour of the product may be different from photos, this is due to lighting, white
balance and settings of your monitor. We strongly suggest you receive physical swatch
colour sample for approval. We can also offer Eco dyes if this is what you are after. The
MOQ for dying ranges from 30m to 1,000m or higher.
Can You Do Printing?
Yes. We need graphics in correct formats for printing or we can provide you with a
graphic designer. Printing can be done on a range of materials. We run print/dye tests on
1m fabric. There are set up costs involved for screen printing and dying. We can do
digital printing, screen printing both yardage and placement, batik, and sublimation
printing.
How Does Bulk Production Work?
You need spec sheets and samples ready and then Bulk Production begins. The costs
and time for BP vary depending on the detail required to create your product. There are
also lead times depending on the time of year and how busy the factory is. For bulk
production you need a quote from us.
Labeling? Shipping? Packaging?
We handle all the labelling, shipping and packaging of your product.
Can You Assist Me With Launching My Brand?
Yes. We have excellent industry connections and great advice to offer you for launching
your brand. Including photographers, marketing professionals etc.
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get in
touch

+

chat with us
love@oneloveltd.com | WA PH: +62 (0) 81556673207

www.onelovefashionproductionbali.com
FAQ | QUOTE | CONSULTATION

